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Hyperbolic flows in ideal plasticity 

Z. PERADZYNSKI (WARSZAWA) 

A CERTAIN class of three·dimensional solutions is found for a system of ideal plastic flow. These 
solutions have a degenerate hodograph which is a minimal surface namely a catenoid. Also 
all simple waves (three·dimensional) for this system are considered. 

Wyznaczono pewJUl klas~ rozwi~n tr6jwymiarowych dla problemu idealnego przeplywu 
plastycznego. Hodograf tych rozwi~Ii jest zdegenerowany i przedstawia sobct pewfi<l po
wierzchni~ minimaiJUl, mianowicie katenoid~. Rozwazono takie wszystkie (tr6jwymiarowe) 
fate proste tego uldadu. 

Onpe):leJieH ueKoTOpbm KJiacc TpeXMepHbiX pememdi wm 38,Z:Ul'DI H):leam.uoro nnaCTHlleCKoro 
Te'lleHHJI. ro):lorpa4> 3THX pememdi BbipO~H H npe):lCTaBJDieT COOoH HeKOTOpyiO MHHHMam.
HyiO noaepxuOCTb, a HMeHHo K&TeHOHJ:l. 06cy>K):leHbi T&K>Ke ace (TpeXMepHbie) npoCTbie 
BOJIHbi 3TOH CHCTeMbi. 

1. Introduction 

IN Tms paper we deal with the equations of an ideal rigid-plastic flow in three-dimensional 
space. A certain class of their solutions is distinguished by algebraical conditions which 
appear in the case of hyperbolic systems [7]. Therefore, we define such solutions as hyper
bolic solutions. The meaning of this term is explained in the next section. All solutions 
obtained have a degenerate deviators Sii of the stress-tensor, i.e., det IISiill = 0 which 
assures the existence of the characteristic vectors. Among these solutions are all the plane 
flows for quasi-static case (e = 0), the simple (not necessarily plane) waves which are ex
pressed analyti<;ally, and a certain class of nonplanar solutions having catenoids as hodo
graphs. The last solutions ,together with plane flows form a class of the so-called "double 
waves" obtained when the hyperbolic system of two quasi-linear equations with two de
pendent and two independent variables is solved. For such systems the method of charac
teristics or the method of Riemann invariants is well-known [5]. These systems may also 
be linearized by inverting the role of dependent and independent variables. 

In Sec. 2 the basic method which is used for the construction of the · solutions is 
explained. Three stages of such construction may be distinguished; the first is purely al
gebraic, the second derives simple waves and the last leads us to the "double 
waves". 

The notions of exterior product and. exterior derivative, which are used in Sec. 2, are 
explained briefly in the Appendix. More details can be found in [4]. 
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142 Z. PERADzvNSKI 

2. The basic method 

The system of quasi-linear differential equations of the first order considered here(!) 

v = 1 ... n, 
(2.1) a5j(u1, .. . , u1)uf"(x\ . .. , x") = 0, j = 1 ... I, 

s = 1 ... m, 

is said to be nonelliptic at the point u = {u1, ••. , u1) if there exists at least one pair of real 
vectors 

such that 

(2.1a) 

The vectors A, y will be said to be "knotted" characteristic vectors and the matrix 
Lt = yi A., will be called a "simple integral element" at the point u. We denote y(u) ~ A.(u) 
if, and only if, they satisfy (2.1a). The matrix L{ is an integral element of {2.1) at a point 
u iff a5j(u)L~ = 0. 

All simple elements at any point u generate a vector space over the real numbers, which 
will be denoted by Q1 • Hence Q1 contains all linear combinations of simple elements. 
A solution for which u~." (x) e Q1 , or more precisely, for which there exist at each point 
x e D such simple elements that 

ul,v(x) = ~1 (x)yi(u)A.~(u)+ ... +~k(x)yi(u)A.~(u), 
1 (k) • 

will be said to be a hyperbolic solution. It may be shown [7) that solutions of hyperbolic 
systems have this property. Denote by E the space of x1, x 2

, ••• , x4, we have 
THEOREM 1. Each field of simple elements (e.g. yi(u)A.,(u)) of the Eqs. (2.1) generates 

a class of solution~ (the so-called "simple waves"). Indeed, let ui = fl (R) be a solution of the 
system of ordinary differential equations 

{2.2) 
d . . 

- uJ = yJ(u) 
dR 

which describes the curve tangent to y(u) irt the /-dimensional space H' of u1 
• •. ur, and let q;( ·) 

be an arbitrary differentiable function of one variable, then the following formulae 

ui = (Ji R), 

R = q;( A., (f(R))x") 
(2.3) 

define the solution of the Eqs. (2.1) in the domain of E in which the Eqs. (2.3) can be 
solved for u. 

By differentiation we have 

and using (2.2) we check that 

(1) Throughout this paper we use the summation convention for lower and upper repeated indices 
except the case when one of these indices is taken in brackets e.g. A, x" = A1 x 1 + ... +An x<n>. 
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because the vector y = f.R and 'A(f(R)) are knotted. Solution given by expressions (2.3) 
is constant on the (n -·/)-dimensional planes perpendicular to 'A(f(R) ). In fact, a dis
placement along the direction dx orthogonal to ). does not change the value of R and 
thus the values u1 and the vector 'A(f(R)) remain constant. 

In many cases a class of fields of simple elements corresponds to the same character
istic vector field y(u ). For example, let yi A,, yi A,, ... , yi A, be the independent fields of 

1 2 k 

simple elements which have the same characteristic vector field y and let q;( ·, ... , ·) be 
a differentiable function of k variables; then: 

THEOREM 2. The following expressions 

ui = fi(R), 
(2.4) 

R = q;(A,X11
, ••• , A,X11

), 

1 k 

where f(R) satisfies (2.2) and A = A(f(R) ), define the simple wave solution of Eqs. (2.1) in 
i i 

a certain domain of E. 
This may also be checked by differentiation. 
Some generalizations of these solutions the are-so called double waves ([1, 2]). Let 

G: ui = fl(R 1, R2) be a surface on which two fields of simple elements are defined by 
relations: 

(2.5) 

where y(j), y(f) are the characteristic vectors in the space H'. Let 'A1
, ). 

2 be the corres-
1 2 

ponding characteristic vectors from E, i.e., y ~ ).i. Thus yi A:, yi A; are the fields of simple 
I 1 2 

elements defined on G. We will seek the solution in the following way: At first, the hodo
graph surface G and the functionf(R1 , R2 ) satisfying the conditions (2.5) must be construct
ed, then two functions R1(x), R 2 (x) must be found the gradients of which are the char
acteristic vectors 'At, 'A2 knotted with f,R,f,Rl at the point u = f(R1(x), R2(x)) so they 
form a pair of simple elements on G. Clearly, the expression ui = fi(R1(x), R2(x)) is 
a solution of the system (2.1). We restrict our attention to the case in which for any charac
teristic direction y(u) we have only one direction 'A(u) such that y ~'A. If ). is a character
istic vector, then for a real number ~the vector ~). is also a characteristic vector knotted 
with y. Therefore to find the functions R1(x), R2 (x) we have to solve the Pfaff equations: 

dR1 = ~1 J.~(f(Rt, R2))dxv, 
(2.6) dR2 = ~2J.;(f'(Rl,R2))dxv, dx1/\ ... AdX' =F 0, 

where ~1 and e are also unknown functions of x 1, ••. , X'. The Eqs. (2.6) mean that the gra
dients of R1 and R2 are the characteristic vectors. Let d denote the exterior derivative 
with respect to variables xt, ... , x". dR1 and dR2 as well as dx, may be treated as the ex
terior derivatives of zero-forms: R1 , R 2 and X 11

• Exterior differentiation of (2.6) yields: 

d~l 1\ Al +~ld).l = 0, 

d~2 1\ ).2 + ~2dA2 = 0, 
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where A AB denotes the exterior product of two forms A = A.,dx", B = B., dx". Here 
and in what follows symbol A denotes the form A..,dr, except the cases when we call it 
the vector A(l). 

Exterior multiplication of the first equation by A.1 and the second by ). 2 yields: 

~1 ,1.1 A d,1.1 = 0, 

~2 ,1.2 A d,1.2 = 0. 

The coefficients ~~~ cannot vanish identically for nondegenerate double waves and thus 
the last equations imply ,ts A dA.1 = 0. By the Eqs. (2.6) we have 

,1.1 A d,i1 = ~ t:•,t1 A ,ts A ,1.1 1 = t2 ,1.1 A ,1.2 A ,1.1 
~ ~ ,R S" ,R2, 

IJ 

A2 A dA2 = 2 ~~~2 A A1 
A A.?R_s = ~1 .P A A1 A A~Rt 

I 

and hence, for these same arguments. as above, the following conditions must be true for 
the double wave solution: 

(2.7) 
A1 A A2'A A,1Rl :: 0, 

A2 
A A1 A A~Rl :: 0. 

These conditions were obtained also by BURNAT [2, 3] in a different purely geometrical 
way. The following theorem (see also [8]) states that these conditions are also. sufficient. 

THEOREM 3. If the conditions (2.7) are satisfied then there exists a family of double waves 
which depends on two function of one variable, moreover, if the conditions (2.1) are not sat
isfied the double waves with hodograph G do not exist. 

Assuming that dx in Eqs. (2.6) is orthogonal to the vectors lt, l 2 we, can see that 
the following lemma is true. 

LEMMA. The solutions of the Pfaff equations (2.6) (if they exist) are constant along the 
directions orthogonal to the vectors A.1 , A. 2 and therefore the double waves have also this 
property. 

This fact allows us to change the Pfaff equations into a system of two hyperbolic equa
tions. Assume for instance, that the plane x1, x 2 contains none direction orthogonal to 
l 1 and A2 in the considered domain of R1, R2-plane. The functions R1(x}, R2 (x) restricted 
to xt, x2-plane denoted by R.l(x), R2 (x) satisfy the following Pfaff equations by virtue 
of (2.6): 

(2.8) 
dR1 = { 1(x1 , x2)(lfdx1 +l~dx2), 

dR2 = [ 2 (xt, x2)(i~dx1 +l~dx2). 

By elimination of ~1 , ~2 from (2.8) we arrive at the equivalent system of two hyperbolic 
equations: 

(2.9) 

where the components of i:, i: depend on R1, R2 in the same manner as A.:, A: depend 

(2) The form A, dX" is called the covector and the differential forms dx• form a basis of dual space (E"). 
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on R1, R2 in Eqs. (2.6). The solution of the Eqs. (2.9) depends on the initial value problem 

which is given by two functions of one variable. By extension of R1 (x1
, x2) and R2(x1

, x2) 
in such a way that they are constant on the (n- 2)-dimensional planes orthogonal to 

.P (f(R)), J.2 (f(R)) at each point (xt, x2
), we obtairi the functions R1(x), R2 (x). To prove 

Theorem 3, we must show that so obtained functions R1(x), R2 (x) satisfy the Eqs. (2.6). 

Proof. Assume that R1(x1
, x2), R2 (x1

, x2
) is a solution of the Eqs. (2.9). We introduce 

new variables z1, z2 instead of x1
, x2 by the relations 

zG = c:(R)A!(f(R))x", a, s = 1, 2, 
v=1, ... ,n, 

where c~A! = (};a, s, r = 1,2. By definition we see that zG is constant on the (n-2)-dimen-. 
sional planes orthogonal to A1 (f(R)), J.2if(R)). Moreover, for x = (x1

, x 2
, 0, ... , 0), we 

have 

zG = xa' a = 1,2. 

The functions R1(x), R2 (x) we define by implicite relations 

R'(x, ... , x") = Rs(z1 , z2
). 

To check the Eqs. (2.6) we return to the conditions (2.7). The geometrical meaning of these 
conditions is the linear dependence among the appropriate vectors and hence they mean 
that there exist such coefficients a.a'(R), pas(R) that 

By differentiation of (2.10) we get 

R:, = .R:za z!',. = ~~A!(~ A~ x~) ,, = ~·A! c~ A:+~~~ A!( c= A~) ,R" R~,.xP, 

a,b,r,s=1,2, p,,v=1, ... ,n. 

On the other hand we have 

= { -, ( (}; ~~~~ + (}~ {3"') A~+ a."' A~+ {3"11 A! = 0, 
A~ If s = b, 

where by A~ we denote the value of A~'>(c~A~),R'· In consequence we attain: 

R' = tsf..'+A' xPR11 d h R' · ~~~ A' ,, s- , ~ ,, an ence ,, = 1_ A' xP , 
~ 

which proves that gradient of R11 is proportional to A'. 

s #= b, 

It is often not convenient to start from the construction of the surface G and apply (2. 7) 
afterwards. In such a case the conditions (2. 7) may be developed as follows: 

(2.11) 

10 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 1175 

A1
" A2" A~R2 = A1

" A2
" A~.,i Y1

la = 0, 
2 

A2" A1" A~Rt = A2" A1" A~l yila = 0. 
1 
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These conditions hold also when the magnitudes of y are changed and thus they depend 
s 

only on the directions of y. Suppose that the considered simple elements are defined in 
8 

a neighbourhood D of the surface G then (2.11) are fulfilled when stronger conditions 
hold: 

L1~ = A1 
A A2 

A A~y = 0, 
2 

(2.12) .1 i = A 2 
A A 1 

A A ~y = 0' 
1 

in the region D. These conditions, together with Frobenius condition: 

(y, y] = ?',,-y,y E {y, y}(3) 
1 2 21 12 1 2 

which assures existence of the surfaces tangent to the vector fields y, y, are the equations 
1 2 

for simple elements. If these are satisfied then there exists a family of double waves 
connected with each such hodograph surface G and dependent on two functions of one 
variable. To conclude this section the following theorem will be proved: 

THEOREM 4. Each solution u(x) constructed from two simple elements, i.e., 
U:,(x) = ~1 (x)ylA~+e(x)ylA; for which rank llu!vll = 2, is locally a double wave of the 

1 2 

form presented above. 
P r o o f. Since the rank of the integral element is 2 then the image of the transformation 

u(x) is a two-dimensional surface G. Vectors y, y are tangent to G and the curves tangent 
1 2 

respectively to y and y can be taken (at least locally) as the coordinate lines on G. This 
1 2 

permits us to introduce the functions ul = fl(R 1
, R 2

) satisfying the condition (2.5). The 
equations ul(x) = fl(R 1, R 2) define locally the functions R 1(x), R 2 (x). Since the vectors 
f.Rs and y have the same directions, then by ~he equality 

s 

the gradient of R8(x) must be proportional to A9 {f(R1 R 2 ) ), which completes the proof. 

3. Flow equations and their simple elements 

Equations of an ideal plastic flow, which will be considered here have the form [4] (4
), 

(a) l1,;+S,J,I = e( ~~ +vJ"'·I)• 
(3.1) (b) vi,1+v1,i = MSib 

(c) Si1Sil = 2k2
, ( = const), 

(d) M(t, x) ~ o, 
(l) {ex, ... , P} - denotes the linear space generated by ex, ... , P. 
( 4 ) In this section we use also the summation convention for the repeated indices in the same posi

tion e.g. 'ViVi = 'VtVt+v2v2+V3v3. 
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where a is the pressure; (SiJ)- deviator of the symmetric stress tensor: SiJ = S1i, Su = 0, 
M- one of the unknown functions, and v- velocity of the flow. 

In this form the equations (b) and (c) are not homogeneous. However the Eq. (b) 
can be written in the homogeneous form: 

vi,J+VJ,i _ vk,z+v,,k 
si) - sk, i,j,k,l = 1,2,3. 

For the homogeneous equations (a) and (b) the results of the previous section can be 
applied. Let the components of the vectors introduced in the previous section be denoted 
in this case by (yh Yib Ya) which correspond to the unknown variables (vi, Sib a). Also 
let A.= (A.0 , A1 , A.2 , A.3 ) correspond to the independent variables (x0

, x1 X2 x 3
) = 

= (t, x, y, z). To determine the simple elements we must substitute yi A.. for u!,. After 
this, the equation (b) gives 

i,j,k,l= 1,2,3 

which is equivalent to the following relation: 

(3.2) 

with appropriate coefficient m. 
From this follows immediately that all hyperbolic solutions have a degenerate deviator 

Sib i.e. rank IISiill = 2. This is also true for nonelliptic solutions, i.e. solutions for which 
the Eqs. (2.1) possess the characteristic vectors. 

If rank IISiill = 2 then taking into account the symmetry properties of S we can 
decompose it into the sum: 

(3.3) 

where Cl, ~ are three-dimensional vectors for which we can put e12 = ~2 • Further by de
finition of sij' we have 

0 = sii = 2ka/{Ji hence Cl _L ~; 

also SiJ Sil = 2k2cx2~2 whence by the Eq. (c) we have cx2 = ~2 = 1. After substitution 
of (3.3) into (a) and (b) they take the form 

a,i+k[(ai{Jj),j+ (aj{Ji),j] = e[vi,o+vjvi,j], 
(3.4) 

vi,J +v1,i = km(aifJJ+ aJfJi), 

together with the additional conditions ai ai = {Ji {Ji = 1, ai{Ji = 0 which lead by dif
ferentiation to: 

(3.5) 

(Xi ai,v = 0' 

{Ji{Ji,P = 0, 

ai{Ji,.,+{Jiai,v = 0, 

i=1,2,3, 
V= 0, 1, 2, 3. 

Now, let the components of the ten-dimensional vector y corresponding to the new 
unknown variables (vh~ai, {Jh a) i = 1, 2, 3 be denoted by (yt, Ah Bi, Ya)· 

1~ 
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The equations for simple elements are now 

(i) 'Ya.A.;+k[(A.JPJ)A,+ (.A.Jai)B;+ (Bi .A.i) a;+ (Ai .A.i)Pil = !?'Y;(.A.o +vi AJ), 

(ii) A;y1+.A.1yt = mk(a;P1+PiaJ), 

(iii) ),(A1 a;) = 0, 

(iv) .A.,(B;P1) = 0, 

(v) .A.,(a;B; + P;A;) = 0. 

From the Eq. (ii) if follows that 

1. A; = a; or 2. A; = P 1 

'Yi = "'tPi 'Yi = "'2a1 

with arbitrary "'1, P2 • 

Applying the first possibility to the Eq. (i) and using the Eq. (iii) and the Eq. (iv) we 
find 

(3.6) 

where q« = A0 +v;a;. The scalar multiplication of the Eq. (3.6) by~ yields: eqr~. = 0, 
hence q« = 0 or e = 0. The last case e = 0 corresponds to the quasi-static flows. From 
(3.6) it follows that 

where p 8 - arbitrary coefficient. 
Introducing the vector & = Cl x ~one can fulfil the remaining equations (iv), (v) if, and 

only if: A1 = -p11P1+C1 ~; (C1 - arbitrary). 
Finally, the simple elements are determined by 

r A = { (-V; a;, al' a2, a3) if !? 'I= 0, 
(at, a2 , a3) if e = 0, 

1) since time does not appear in the equations for e = 0, we have 

')'; = '~'tp;, 'Ya = -2p,Bk, 

(3.7) or 

2) 

Ai = -psPi+ct ~;, Bi = P,sa;, i = 1, 2, 3, 

if !? 'I= 0, 

if !? = 0' 

'Ya = - 2p,Ak, 

To sum up we can construct the hyperbolic solutions by using two simple elements of the 
form 1) and 2) (3.7). Therefore the hyperbolic solution can represent the simple or double 
waves only. 
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4. Simple waves 

The ordinary differential equations (2.2) which we have to integrate take the following 
form for the first of possible vectors (3. 7): 

a) V,R =VI~, 

b) cx,R = -,us~+c2&, 
c) ~.R = ,UsCX, 

(4.1) 

d) a,R = -2,us, 

where vi, ,us, C2 are arbitrary functions of R. We can choose the parameter R to make 
vI = 1. This choice does not restrict the freedom of the solution as it follows from the 
form of simple waves (2.3) (2.4). If the vector ~ is treated as the tangent and ex as the nor
mal versor then the system of equations (4.1) a~) represents the Frenet formulae and 
due to this fact an arbitrary curve v = v(R) in three-dimensional space of (vi, v2 , v 3 ) is 
the solution of the Eqs. (4.1). Hence, if vi = 1, then ,us must be interpreted as the torsion 
of this curve. Thus by Theorem 1 we state: 

THEOREM 5. If v 1 = vi(s), i = 1, 2, 3 is an arbitrary curve parametrized by its length 
and q;( ·) is an arbitrary differentiable function, then the following formulae: 

or 

V; = Vj(S) 

{Ji = Vj{S) 
s = q;(v1xi)- for quasi-static case e = 0, 

,usrxi = vi s = q;(vi(x1-vit))-for nonstaiic case 

(dot denotes the differentiation with respect to s) define the simple wave solutions of the 
Eqs. (3.1) a), b), c), in the region D, where the formulae are well defined. 

In both quasi-static and non-static cases the deviator of the stress tensor is defined by 
the expression: 

S () k 1., •• ,-2(' .. • .. ) ijS = et V ViVj+VjVi 
and the pressure by a 

a(s) = [a0 - 2ek J I vi ds, 

where e = ±1. 
We have such two possibilitie~ because the expression ,u8 cx = v (s) defines only the 

product ,uscx. Up to now we have not considered the condition (d) of (3.1). 
The quantity M can be computed from our solutions and then we get in the case e = 0 

M = Vt,j+Vj,i = _!_
1 
•• 

1 
(/J

1 

S k v1 .. t ,. 
ij -ViX (jJ 

The sign of this quantity depends on the region. in the space of (xi, x2
, x3

) and can be 
changed by the choice of e. Similarly,. for the non-static case, we find 

M = Z Jvl cp"/[1- (v,x'- (v,v,),st)q;1
], i = 1, 2, 3. 

The inequality M~ 0 can also be fulfilled by appropriate choice of e. Note that the iner
tial forces do not appear for th~ time-dependent simple waves, i.e. for e ':/:: 0. 
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5. Double waves 

Generally, the hyperbolic solutions of the Eqs. (3.1) can be constructed from two simple 
elements of Sec. 3. By Theorem 4 it should be possible to obtai:r;t such solutions using 
the method of Sec. 2. 

One group of conditions (2.11) for the existence of hyperbolic double waves is 

L1~(u) = ,tr A As A A.:, ::0, 
s 

r,s=l,2, 
r =I= s, 

where y = ('Yh Ai,_Bh 'Ya) and u = (v, m, ~' o) are the ten-dimensional vectors of the 
previous sections. We must distinguish the quasi-static case e = 0 when the vector A be
comes three-dimensional and the remaining case, when e =I= 0 and A = (A-0 , A-1 , A-2 , A-3) 

is a four-dimensional vector. The conditions (2.11) are automatically satisfied for the 
quasi-static case (e = 0). 

Indeed we have 

(5.1) 
,1! = 111\(al\ (-!:! 1•) = /lAIII\(al\(a '"0, 

,1~ = (a A (11\ ( ;;, ~·) = ,..,a 1\ Ill\ .. = 0 

by the property of the exterior product: m A m =0. 
For the second case e =I= 0, as it will be shown in the Appendix, we have no possibility 

to satisfy (2.11) and thus in this case the double waves cannot exist. Let us return to quasi
static solutions. We have to find the function u = f(R1, R2) which satisfies the conditions 
(2.5) and so by (3.7) 

dm = (- ,UB~ + C1 &)dR1 + ,UA ~dR1 , 

d~ = ,UBmdR1 + (-,uAm+C2&), 

da = -2k,u8 dR1 -2k,uAdR2. 

Since ,UB = - 2~ a,Rt, ,UA = - 2~ a,R2, hence the last equations may be reduced to the 

following: 

(i) dv = v1 ~dR
1 +v2 mdR2, 

(5.2) (ii) dm = ( ~ ".xafa+C1 ~)dR'- ~ <t,x•fadR2
, 

(iii) d(a = - ~ "·"'"dR'+ ( ~ <t,xam+C2 1i)dR2
• 
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The equations 

(vl ~).Rl = (v2 a),R1, 

( ;k O',R1~+C1&) = (- 2~ O',Rl~) , ,Rl ,Rl 

are the integrability conditions for the Eqs. (5.2). Since using (5.2) we have 

& ,R 1 = (Cl X ~) ,R 1 = Cl,R1 X ~+Cl X ~ ,R 1 = C 1 & X ~ = - C 1 Cl, 

d,Rl = (ax ~),Rl = -C2~' 

then, using the Eqs. (5.2), the integrability conditions lead us to 

•t,R•I3+•• ( iZ' '"+C26) = •2,R•<~+•2( iZ' 13+C,6), 

(5.2a) 

151 

Comparing the coefficients with the vectors a, ~' & in the Eqs. (5.2a), we get the following 
equations 

a) 
1 

a') 
1 

'JI1,R2 = "2J('JI20',R1, Cl,Rl= - 2k C20',R1' 

(5.3) b) 
1 

b') 
1 

'J12,RI = "2J('Jil O',R2, C2,R1 = - 2f{C10',Rl, 

c) v1C2 = v2C1, c') 
1 

ka,R1R2 = cl C2. 

To obtain certain geometrical properties of the surfaces described by the Eqs. (5.2), we shall 
consider them. From the first Eq. (5.2) we see that the vectors a, ~ are tangent to, and 
& = a x ~ is perpendicular to the surface v = v;(R1

, R2). The curves tangent to ~ are given 
by R1 = const and the curves tangent to ·a by R2 = const. The next two equations ii) 
and iii) of (5.2) tell us that the curvature radii of these curves are tangent to the surface. 
Such curves are called the asymptotic curves [6]. Further, since a j_ ~then the asympto
tic curves form an orthogonal net on the surface. This is possible only in the case of a sur
face for which the average curvature of the surface at each point is zero which means that 
the principal curvatures of the surface have equal norms but different signes. These surfaces 
have an interesting property. They are the surfaces possessing the minimal surface area 
spanned on arbitrary closed curves. In experiment such one can be obtained when a closed 
contour is dipped into a soap solution. The liquid forms a film which by the surface tension 
assumes as a position of equilibrium the shape of which is that of minimal surface spanned 
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on the contour. If we assume C1 :1: 0, C2 ::t= 0, the Eqs. (5.3) can be written in logarithmic 
form: 

a) 
1 ,2 

(lnPl),R:z = 2J{ -;;U,Rt, a') 
1 c2 

-(lnCt),1l.:z = 2k C
1 

u,Rh 

(5.4) b) 
1 ,1 

b') 
1 cl 

(lnP2) Rl = 
2
k - (J R2' -(lnC2),Rl = 2k C

2 
U,Rz, ' ,2 ' 

c) 
,1 cl 
-=-, ,2 c2 

Hence 

c') 
1 

kU,RlRl = Cl C2. 

(In P1),R:z = -(In Cl),R:z, 

(In ,2),R, = -(In C2),Rt, 

and we get the further relations between cl' c2 and ,1' ,2 

and thus 
C1/C2 = [M2(R2)/Mt(R1)]112, 

where M 1 (R1), M 2 (R2) are arbitrary functions. 
Using these relations, the Eqs. (5.4) may be reduced to: 

1 
(lnCt),R2+ 

2
k Gu,Rl = 0, 

[ln(GC.)].Rt+ 2~ G- 1
u,R2 = 0, 

1 2 

72 u,RlRl = C1G, 

where G = yM1/M2 • 

By differentiation and by the last equation one can eliminate u to obtain 

[G-1(lnCt),R2],R2+ ~ GC~ = 0, 

(5.5) 

[G(lnGC1),Rll.Ra+ ~ GCf = 0. 

Multiplying the first equation by G-1(lnC1),R2 we can integrate ii to yield: 

(5.6) 

where K = K(R1) I = l(R1
) are arbitrary functions of R1

• We still have the freedom to 
make the transformation 

Rt~ = Ol(Rl), R2~ = 02(R2) 

which does not change curves tangential to y, y and therefore the relation (2.5) remain 
1 2 

valid. By using this freedom we can attain 

(5.7) G = {M2(R2)/M1(RD}1'2 = (aR2 +b)(cR1 +d), a, b, c,d-constants 
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The function C1 from (5.6) and (5.7) can be substituted into the second Eq. (5.5) to deter
mine K(R1

) and /(R1
). It seems, there is no other solution besides the case when a = c = 0. 

Hence we can take G = 1 and then the Eqs. (5.5) may be solved to yield: 

C1 = y2[ch{A(R1 +R2)}]-t, A = const. 

Deeper analysis of the Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) shows that the surface vi = vi(R1, R2) in this case 
is axially symmetric. On the other hand, it must be a minimal surface. Besides the family of 
plane surfaces there is only other family of such surfaces; these are the catenoids which, 
in the appropriate Cartesian coordinate system, take the following parametrical form: 

vl = ecosq;, 

(5.8) 

The parallels w = const and the meridians q; = const are the curvature lines. In the case 
of minimal surfaces the asymptotic curves intersect the curvature lines at an angle of 45°. 
Hence for the asymptotic curves we have: 

(;;r dp2 = ( :r Jw2 

and in the system of asymptotic curves the expressions (5.8) take the form, Fig. I: 

vt = ecos(R1 -R2
), J 

v2 = esin(R1 -R2
), 

v 3 = A(R1 -R2
), e =A ch(R1 +R2

). 

Since ~ "' v,Rt and oc "' v,Rz. Normalizing we obtain 

1 (hw . hw . 1 ) 11 = y'l t Acostp+smtp, t Asmtp-costp, eh~ - , 

A 1 (hw . hw. 1 ) ,. = y'l t .Acostp-smtp, t Asmtp+eostp, eh~ · , 

where w = A(R1 +R2
) q; = R1 -R2

• 

The solutions are constant along the direction & which is defined by 

c: _ A _ ( cos q; sin q; h w ) 
u- (lXt""- --w-' --w-' -t A . 

eh- sh-
A Aa 

By the conclusion from Theorem 3, the Pfaff equations 

(5.9a) 
dR1 = ~1 oci(R1 , R2)dx1

, 

which are to be solved, are equivalent to the system of two hyperbolic equations 

(5.9) R.~ = R,1z [sh(R1 + R2
) sin(R1

- R 2
) + cos{R1 - R2

) ch{R1 + R 2
)], 
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where we have used the variables x1 = x, x3 = z instead of x1
, x2 as it is in Theorem 3. 

These equations can be solved by the method of characteristics and then, extending the 
solution in such a way that it is constant along the direction S, we obtain the functions 
R 1(x), R2 (x). The deviator of the stress tensor is given by the formula 

si) = k(rxdlJ+ rxj{Ji), 
and since 

then 
(J = (]0 - 2A lnch(R1 + R2

) 

is the expression for the pressure. Some difficulties arise in the neighbourhood of the curve 
ffJ = R1 - R2 = 0 on the hodograph, where the vector S lies in x1, x3 plane and the 
solution cannot be extended. To avoid this in the neighbourhood qJ = 0, we can exchange 
the plane x, z by another one, for instance y, z. We know the Cauchy data for a new 
system which has appeared so, if we know the solution on the common part of the planes. 

(;. Plane flows 

The problem of plane flows which correspond to the case C1 = 0, C2 = 0 was 
excluded from the previous considerations in Sec. 5, where we have assumed C 1 • C2 =1= 0. 
From the Eqs. (5.2), specialized for the plane flows, we get 

Fig. 1. Catenoid with the lines R1 and 
R2 = const. 

dv = v1 ~dR
1 +v2a.dR2

, 

(6.1) da. = ~ ((J,RtdR1 -(J,RzdR2)~, 

d~ = 2~ ((J,RtdR1
- (J,R2dR2)a., 

and from the integrability condition (5.3), 

(J,RlRZ = 0. 

The function (J = qJ 1 (R1)+({J2 (R2 ), where qJ 1 , qJ are arbitrary differentiable functions, 
is the general solution of the last equation. Taking advantage of this fact we can simplify 

the Eqs. (6.1) by introducing the new function "P = 2~ [fP1{R1)-qJ2 (R2
)]. Then the last 

two Eqs. (6.1) take the form 

da. = ~d1p, 

d~ = a.d1p, 

and they describe the rotation parametrized by the angle "P of the orthogonal basis a., ~· 
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Hence we can assume the expressions 

Cl = (COS1p, sin1p), ~ = ( -sin1p, COS'IJ') 

as their solution. The first Eq. (6.1) is equivalent to the linear hyperbolic system: 

(6.2) 
Cl· v,Rt = 0, 

~ • v,R:z = 0. 

The Pfaff Eqs. (2.6) which are now: 

dR1 = ~1 rxidxi, dx1 "dx2 #= 0, 

dR2 = ~2{1idxi, i = 1, 2, 

we transform into the hyperbolic quasi-linear system 

(6.3) 
{1iR,1i = 0, 

rxiR~ =0, 
i = 1, 2. 
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The Eqs. (6.2), (6.3) together with the relations V' = 2~ [q> 1 (R1)-q>2 (R2
)] describe plane 

flows. In the domains where q> 1 (R1
), q>2 (R2

) are exactly monotonic, we can put q> 1 (R1
) = Rt, 

q>2 (R2
) = R2 using appropriate transformation: R1 ' = (J1(R1), R2' = fJ2(R2). Then we 

get the following system: 

(a) 

(b) 

{
Vt,Rt = -V2,Rttg1p, 

v2,R:z = v2,R:zctg1p, 

{R~x = R~ctg1p, 
R~x = -R~ytg1p, 

which is the system of equations describing the plane nondegenerate flows. The more 
detailed analysis of plane flow is given in [3]. 

Appendix 

A. For arbitrary 1- forms .. P, .. . , J..k in n;..dimensional space we have: 

1) A.1 
" .P = - A. 2 " A.1 which implies that A." A. = 0, 

2) A.1 " ... "J..k may be identified with antisymmetric product A.[,
1 
;.,;

2 
... A.,k1 where 

] denotes antisymmetrization in the indices v1 ... vk and therefore fork = n we simply 
have: 

A1 A ... AA"= detlA.t, .. .", A."l 

3) For the exterior derivative we have: a) df = f.,dx" ifjis a function (0- form) and 

b) dA. = A.,,!Jdx!J A dx" = ~ J..[,,!J1dx!J" dx" if A. is a 1-form. Therefore we can identify dA. with 

h . . . 1 1 
t e antisymmetnc matnx 2 11.[11,,,1• 
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B. As we have seen in Sec. 5, the conditions (2.7) were satisfied automatically for quasi
static case e = 0. Unfortunately, in general case e "I= 0, there is no possibility to fulfil 
these equations. 

In fact, we have for example 

1 2 1 r-V•CX] [-V·~] [-1'2CX2-P,.tV• ~1 A 1\ A 1\ A,R2 = 1\ ~ 1\ 1.\ • 
ex .., - ft..t.., 

Denote by e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e4 - the versors of the axes (t, x 1
, x 2

, x 3
). 

By identification of the last exterior product with the following determinant (which 
has the same symmetry properties): 

eo e1 e2 e3 

det -V·CX (X1 (X2 (X3 
= V2«1X ~ = v 2 &, 

-V·~ Pt p2 p3 

1 -v2 0 0 0 

we can see that the only possibility v2 = 0 leads to degeneracy of the hodograph surface. 
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